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Greg Mortenson, the bestselling author of Three Cups of Tea, is a man who has built a global
reputation as a selfless humanitarian and children’s crusader, and he’s been nominated for the
Nobel Peace Prize. But, as bestselling author Jon Krakauer demonstrates in this extensively
researched and penetrating book, he is not all that he appears to be. Based on wide-ranging
interviews with former employees, board members, and others who have intimate knowledge of
Mortenson and his charity, the Central Asia Institute, Three Cups of Deceit uncovers multiple
layers of deception behind Mortenson’s public image. Was his crusade really inspired by a
desire to repay the kindness of villagers who nursed him back to health when he became lost on
his descent down K2? Was he abducted and held for eight days by the Taliban? Has his charity
built all of the schools that he has claimed? This book is a passionately argued plea for the truth,
and a tragic tale of good intentions gone very wrong. 100% of Jon Krakauer’s proceeds from the
sale of Three Cups of Deceit will be donated to the “Stop Girl Trafficking” project at the American
Himalayan Foundation (www.himalayan-foundation.org/live/project/stopgirltrafficking).



JON KRAKAUERTHREE CUPS OF DECEITJon Krakauer is the author of eight books and has
received an Academy Award in Literature from the American Academy of Arts and Letters.
According to the award citation, “Krakauer combines the tenacity and courage of the finest
tradition of investigative journalism with the stylish subtlety and profound insight of the born
writer.”Also by Jon KrakauerEiger DreamsInto the WildInto Thin AirUnder the Banner of
HeavenWhere Men Win GloryMissoulaClassic KrakauerSECOND ANCHOR BOOKS EDITION,
NOVEMBER 2014Copyright © 2011, 2014 by Jon KrakauerAll rights reserved. Published in the
United States by Anchor Books, a division of Penguin Random House LLC, New York, and
distributed in Canada by Random House of Canada, a division of Penguin Random House
Canada Limited, Toronto. Originally published digitally, in somewhat different form, in the United
States by Byliner, Inc., in 2011.Anchor Books and colophon are registered trademarks of
Penguin Random House LLC.The Cataloging-in-Publication Data is on file at the Library of
Congress.a_prh_5.2_139333248_c0_r2CONTENTSCoverAbout the AuthorAlso by Jon
KrakauerTitle PageCopyrightMapDramatis PersonaePreface to the Revised and Updated
EditionPart I: The Creation MythPart II: Pennies for Peace, Millions for MortensonPart III: Ghost
SchoolsPart IV: Afterword: DenialEndnotesDRAMATIS PERSONAEGreg Mortenson: Executive
director and co-founder of the Central Asia Institute (CAI); co-author of Three Cups of Tea;
author of Stones into SchoolsDavid Oliver Relin: Co-author of Three Cups of Tea, who died in
2012Christa Mortenson: Greg’s youngest sister, who died in 1992Mouzafer Ali: Resident of
Pakistan’s Baltistan region whom Mortenson hired to carry his backpack from the base of K2 to
the village of Askole in September 1993Haji Ali: Chieftain of a Balti village called Korphe, located
across the Braldu River from AskoleScott Darsney: Greg Mortenson’s climbing partner on K2 in
1993Yakub: Friend of Mouzafer Ali whom Darsney hired to carry his backpack from the base of
K2 to the village of Askole in 1993Akhmalu: Expedition cook for Greg Mortenson and his
teammates on K2 in 1993; shortly after the expedition ended, Mortenson visited Akhmalu’s
village, Khane, and promised to build a school thereErica Stone: President of the American
Himalayan FoundationJean Hoerni: Theoretical physicist and co-founder of CAI who gave Greg
Mortenson $12,000 in 1994 to build his first school in Pakistan, and in 1996 donated $1 million
to CAI; he died in 1997Mohammed Ali Changazi: Tour operator and trekking agent who
managed the logistics for Mortenson’s 1993 K2 expedition; adopted son of Haji AliTara Bishop:
Greg Mortenson’s wife, a clinical psychologist; the daughter of mountaineer Barry BishopNaimat
Gul Mahsud: A member of the Mahsud tribe who met Mortenson in the Pakistani city of
Rawalpindi in July 1996 and, at Mortenson’s request, drove him to Ladha, South Waziristan, the
Mahsud ancestral homeland, where he was Mortenson’s hostMansur Khan Mahsud: Director of
research at the FATA Research Centre who accompanied Mortenson on sightseeing excursions
in South Waziristan in July 1996, during the period Mortenson claims the Taliban held him
captiveHussein Mohammed: Pseudonym of a member of the Mahsud tribe who is acquainted



with Naimat Gul MahsudJennifer Wilson: Jean Hoerni’s third wife, who served on the CAI board
of directors from 1997 to 2001Tom Vaughan: Chairman of CAI’s board of directors, 1997–
2001Tom Hornbein: American physician and mountaineer renowned for making the first ascent
of the West Ridge of Mount Everest in 1963; invited to join the CAI board in 1999, he became its
chairman in 2001 and resigned in 2002Barry Bishop: Tara Bishop’s father; Tom Hornbein’s
teammate on Everest in 1963Gordon Wiltsie: Eminent photographer and mountaineer, member
of the CAI board of directors, 1998–2002Sally Uhlmann: Businesswoman and member of the
CAI board of directors, 2000–2002King Zaher Shah: King of Afghanistan 1933–1973, who died
in 2007Sadhar Khan: Powerful warlord, or qomandan, in the northern Afghanistan province of
BadakhshanMostapha Zaher: Grandson of King Zaher ShahDebbie Raynor: Chief financial
officer of CAI, 2003–2004Daniel Borochoff: President of the American Institute of Philanthropy, a
charity watchdog organizationGhulam Parvi: CAI’s program manager in Pakistan, 1996–June
2010; one of Mortenson’s “Dirty Dozen”Tanya Rosen: Wildlife researcher and international
lawyer who has conducted extensive research in BaltistanKate DeClerk: CAI’s international
program director, 2003–2004Mike Bryan: Journalist Mortenson hired to ghostwrite an early draft
of Stones into SchoolsKevin Fedarko: Journalist who wrote “He Fights Terror With Books,” the
2003 Parade magazine article that established Mortenson’s reputation; second ghostwriter of
Stones into SchoolsRoshan Khan: Kyrgyz horseman whom Mortenson purportedly promised, in
1999, to build a school in Bozai GumbazAbdul Rashid Khan: Supreme leader of the Afghan
Kyrgyz people whom Mortenson met in the Afghan city of Baharak in 2005; the father of Roshan
Khan, he died in 2009Ted Callahan: American anthropologist and mountaineer Mortenson hired
in 2006 to write a report about the feasibility of building a school for Kyrgyz nomads in
northeastern Afghanistan’s remote Wakhan CorridorSarfraz Khan: Pakistani who oversaw CAI’s
programs in northern Pakistan and northern Afghanistan; one of Mortenson’s “Dirty Dozen,” he
died of cancer in 2012Whitney Azoy: Cultural anthropologist who has spent many years working
in Afghanistan; Ted Callahan’s friend and mentorColonel Ilyas Mirza: Retired Pakistani military
officer who served as CAI’s chief operations director in Islamabad until 2013; one of Mortenson’s
“Dirty Dozen”Haji Osman: Kyrgyz chieftain in the Afghan Pamir, near the Bozai Gumbaz
schoolGhial Beg: Headman of an Afghan village named Kret in the Wakhan Corridor, where CAI
built a schoolSteve Bullock: Montana attorney general whose investigation of Mortenson and
CAI exposed numerous “financial transgressions” and “serious internal problems in the
management of CAI”Anne Beyersdorfer: Public relations specialist who served as interim
executive director of CAI when Mortenson took a paid leave of absence in April 2011David
Starnes: Executive director of CAI appointed to replace Beyersdorfer in March 2013 after she
was forced to resign in the aftermath of Montana attorney general Bullock’s investigation.
Starnes abruptly resigned from CAI in May 2014Suleman Minhas: Ex–taxi driver who oversees
CAI’s programs in the Pakistani Punjab; one of Mortenson’s “Dirty Dozen”Farhan Jamal Akhtar:
Finance manager for the CAI Trust in Pakistan who blew the whistle on the corrupt management
of the trust by Ilyas MirzaJennifer Sipes: CAI operations directorTwaha: Son of Korphe chieftain



Haji AliPREFACE TO THE REVISED AND UPDATED EDITIONOn April 17, 2011, the television
news program 60 Minutes broadcast an exposé of Greg Mortenson and his celebrated charity,
the Central Asia Institute. Correspondent Steve Kroft revealed “serious questions about how
millions of dollars have been spent, whether Mortenson is personally benefiting, and whether
some of the most dramatic and inspiring stories in his books are even true.” A day later, Byliner
published the first edition of Three Cups of Deceit, which corroborated the charges made by 60
Minutes, and revealed significantly more wrongdoing than Kroft was able to report in a fifteen-
minute television segment.Because Mortenson resides in Bozeman, Montana, and his charity’s
headquarters is also there, the allegations made by 60 Minutes and me attracted the attention of
Montana attorney general Steve Bullock. He launched an investigation of Mortenson and his
organization, documenting numerous “financial transgressions” and “serious internal problems
in the management of CAI.” Mortenson was ultimately ordered to pay CAI $1.2 million in
restitution for funds he’d misappropriated, including $214,000 he charged to CAI “for such things
as L.L. Bean clothing, iTunes, luggage, luxurious accommodations, and even vacations.”But
even after Mortenson was unmasked as a self-aggrandizing fabulist who used CAI as his
personal cash machine, he adroitly leveraged the allegiance of steadfast supporters on the CAI
board of directors to maintain control over the charity. As a consequence, the board continues to
present Mortenson as CAI’s moral exemplar and guiding light, and still pays him $169,000 per
year. This is no small triumph for Mortenson, given the voluminous and irrefutable evidence of
his misdemeanors.Mortenson’s success at dodging accountability can be explained in part by
the self-effacing, Mother Teresa–like image he presents for public consumption. But it also
demonstrates how difficult it is to correct a false belief after people have made an emotional
investment in that belief being true. When our heroes turn out to be sleazebags, self-deception is
easier than facing the facts.Mortenson has granted many hundreds of media interviews over the
years, tirelessly promoting his charity and himself. But he declined multiple requests from both
me and 60 Minutes to be interviewed in 2011, and shortly after the scandal broke, he went
underground and refused to answer questions from journalists or donors, choosing instead to
communicate sporadically through spokespersons. Many of these communiqués have been
evasive or untrue.Mortenson finally ended his nearly three-year media embargo in January 2014
when he agreed to be interviewed by Tom Brokaw on the Today show. Mortenson didn’t use the
opportunity to come clean, however. Instead, he looked Brokaw in the eye and doubled down on
his claim that his books are truthful accounts. “I stand by the stories,” he insisted. “The stories
happened.”Mortenson has changed crucial details of these stories several times since April
2011, improvising on the fly with the instincts of a natural con artist, boldly layering lie upon lie to
confound his inquisitors. One might think this periodic rescripting would eventually catch up to
him, but the tactic appears to have worked pretty well thus far. Oversight of the nonprofit sector
is lax. It’s not hard to game the system. And when hagiographic fables about Potemkin heroes
like Mortenson become lodged in the popular imagination, they acquire a sheen of legitimacy
that makes them tough to debunk.After the first edition of Three Cups of Deceit was published,



I’d intended to move on to other writing projects. But because Mortenson and CAI have
continued to deny the truth, and have lately been trying to reinvigorate the cult of personality that
contributed to so many of the organization’s current woes, I felt duty-bound to stay on the beat
and refute the false claims.This vastly expanded edition of my original report includes updates
large and small throughout, but the bulk of the new material can be found in the 11,000-word
afterword. It includes a detailed look at further financial improprieties, and an analysis of recent
assertions by Mortenson that he is the innocent victim of a smear campaign by 60 Minutes and
me. My investigation has been buttressed substantially by new sources in Pakistan, Afghanistan,
and the United States who’ve provided fresh evidence that CAI continues to suffer from a deeply
ingrained culture of corruption.My aim in publishing this updated edition is to alert CAI donors to
the charity’s ongoing problems, and to help the leaders of CAI recognize that these problems will
be impossible to solve unless they stop concealing them.—Jon KrakauerOctober 2014Part I
THECREATIONMYTH“When it comes right down to it I am nothing more than a fellow who took
a wrong turn in the mountains and never quite managed to find his way home.”—GREG
MORTENSON,STONES INTO SCHOOLSGREG MORTENSON DOESN’T HIDE his light under
a bushel. He makes more than 160 public appearances annually, in all parts of the country and
abroad, and frequently appears in the news. For each of the past three years he has been
nominated for the Nobel Peace Prize. President Obama donated $100,000 of the award money
from his own Nobel Peace Prize, which he received in 2009, to the Central Asia Institute (CAI)—
the charity Mortenson launched fifteen years ago to build schools in Pakistan and Afghanistan.
Visiting classrooms wherever he goes, Mortenson has persuaded 2,800 American schools to
become fundraising partners; last year, schoolkids collecting “Pennies for Peace” boosted CAI
revenues by $2.5 million. All told, his vigorous promotion of the Greg Mortenson brand
generated $23 million in donations to CAI in 2010 alone.
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P. K Sykes, “This is an Important Book!. This is an important book! Like many others, I was
deeply moved when I read "Three Cups of Tea" a few years ago. I had intended to make a
donation, but somehow never got around to it--now I'm glad I didn't. The basic story of "Three
Cups of Tea" is false, as are most of the claims Greg Mortenson makes in it. His CAI foundation
bought thousands of his books to donate to schools and others, paid extravagant travel
expenses for him to promote it and for speaking engagements while Mortenson kept all the
royalties and fees. When these facts began to be made public, like the typical sociopath he told
one lie after another to attempt to cover-up or justify his actions. The state of Montana finally
stepped in and fined him, and he is prevented from heading the organization. But, most
disturbing is the fact that he is still on the board of directors, still draws a salary, and the institute
still gets donations! Krakauer makes other important points, such as how much we all want
some "good news" from this part of the world and are therefore eager to help when it seems
something is working, and how that Mortenson has hurt not only those close to him, employees,
donors, the people he was supposed to help, but other organizations who really do good work,
but find donors wary of being taken inagain.”

Sean C. Markus, “In typical Krakauer style, it is well researched and well written. In typical
Krakauer style, it is well researched and well written. I heard about the feud between Mortenson
and Krakauer a few years ago. Then someone told me they refused to watch the movie Everest,
based on Krakauer's book,Into Thin Air, because of his anti-Mortenson stance. So I decided to
read this book to see the other side of the argument. I personally never gave money to
Mortenson's charity, and ater reading this, I'm very glad I didn't.”

Bookstore Willie, “Impressive Investigation.... While there are always two sides to any story I
simply can't imagine anyone being able to make an effective defense of Mortenson's many
disreputable acts as presented in this exhaustive report. Far too many discrepancies exist to be
easily explained as missteps or simplifications in the service of making complex events more
easily absorbed by the readers of Three Cups Of Tea as Mortenson continues to maintain. Ego
run amuck followed by endless self serving rationalization pretty much sums up my personal
take on the recipe involved in brewing those Three Cups of Tea!”

Michael Kleeberg, “If It Sounds Too Good to be True..... I'll keep this succinct: my bride Pat and I
fell into a bit of a windfall not long ago. We had both recently finished reading Mortenson's Three
Cups of Tea. We kicked around the idea of sending Mortenson's Central Asia Institute a
donation that would have been substantial for us. I cannot recall why we ultimately did not make
such a contribution; it may be that we opted to donate to projects closer to home. At any rate,
after reading Krakauer's article, I am glad we donated elsewhere.”



Ebook Library Reader, “A well-written expose.. John Krakauer exposes the lies and fraud by the
author of Three Cups of Tea. Is his usual investigative style, Jon tries uncover the character of a
man with good intentions who, nevertheless embellished the stories of how he came to be an
instrument in the establishment of schools in the back country of Afghanistan and Pakistan, and
later used the foundation he created to enrich himself rather than the intended recipients.”

Lives Among Savages, “This is good information to have about this so-called charity.
Unfortunately, it's con men like the CEO of this charity that make me wary of giving money to any
charity except one where their reputation is stellar and the work is worthwhile and important like
St. Jude's. Most charities do nothing but fund raise or solve problems that don't exist in order to
raise money, like Child Fund International. In the end, they disrupt the local economies where
they operate and do far more harm than good. Thank you, Jon Krakauer for exposing the
deception.”

H. Macrae, “Try coffee?. This book wouldn't be very interesting if you hadn't read Three cups of
Tea. It's quite a short read and interesting for its de-bunking of the authenticity of Greg
Mortensen's book. I enjoyed Three Cups of tea, but an American friend I mentioned it to warned
me that there was a certain amount of scandal attaching to the author in the States. The cult of
personality is hard to resist and it seems that the original philanthropic idea foundered as so
many good intentions do, on the rocks of fame and money. A well documented and seemingly
true expose.”

Chris Lennon, “A Sad Story of Loss of Integrity. This a sad story about a man called Greg who
started with the very best of intentions, but allowed himself to be seduced by money and whose
integrity broke down. He has brought education and opportunity into the lives of many, for which
the author gives due praise, but he has also apparently squandered donated funds on building
schools in the wrong places, where they could not be supplied, or at any rate, have not been
supplied, with teachers and equipment. He has obstinately refused to work with the government
of Pakistan. I thought of Gregg and the Central Asia Foundation (he is no longer CEO, but still
involved and drawing a large salary) as I listened to Malala Yousufzai, addressing the UN Youth
Assembly on the subject of education for girls and boys, particularly in Pakistan and
Afghanistan. The situation calls for cooperation between NGO's and governments and much
targeted hard work. Jon Krakauer's book, together with the original Three Cups of Tea, gives an
insight into why it has been so hard to make it happen.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Necessary. Not an excoriating take-down, but a necessary challenge to
the author of 'Three Cups of Tea', who (as has been widely reported, though not as widely as his
book has reached) has not been as reliable on the facts or on the administration of the charity he
founded as one would wish.Rather than in a fit of gleeful hero-bashing, the book appears to



have been written reluctantly.”

rossco, “The Disappointment. Not with the book but with the exposure of the man I found so
inspiring. After many years of dedicated work in Romania and Albania with attendant risks the
discovery of a fraud is always a disappointment, a shattered illusion.I recommend this book for
its honesty, it's thoroughly researched material. I would suggest that anyone involved in
volunteer charity work read this book to serve as a warning that all may not be what it seems and
always to question where you have a doubt.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Saint or sinner?. A damning review of the claims made by Greg
Mortenson's books and more organisation. It raises fundamental questions as to where the
enormous sums of money raised by Mortenson have been spent, as no accurate financial
records exist. Mortenson refused to be interviewed”

The book by Jon Krakauer has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 683 people have provided feedback.
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